
The UK’s premier showcase of housewares, tabletop and small domestic appliance brands

Show Preview & 
Christmas Promotion
Join us for the housewares event of the year



Show Essentials
Show: Exclusively Housewares 2018

Dates: Tuesday, 12 and Wednesday, 13 June 2018

Venue: Business Design Centre, 52 Upper Street, Islington,  
 London N1 0QH

Tel:  +44 (0)121 237 1130

Fax: +44 (0)121 237 1133

E-Mail: info@exclusivelyhousewares.co.uk 

Web: www.exclusivelyhousewares.co.uk 

Twitter: @ExclusivelyShow 

Facebook: @ExclusivelyShow

Opening Tuesday 12 June - 9:30am to 5:30pm 
times: Wednesday 13 June - 9:30am to 4:30pm

Visitor Free and open to all bona fide housewares 
registration: buyers via the show website

Thank you!
Our thanks this year go to:

For their sponsorship of the shows’ On Trend tours and display, and 
their ongoing market guidance and support.

For their sponsorship of the Buyers’ Lounge.

For their sponsorship of the shows’ roving and fixed point tea & 
coffee service.

For their sponsorship of the show bags.
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Exclusively Housewares and Exclusively Electrical are both ACID Accredited Exhibitions and have zero tolerance of plagiarism in order to create a safer trading environment for exhibitors.



Welcome to our Show Preview for 
Exclusively Housewares and sister 
show Exclusively Electrical
At this year’s shows, with the support of a fantastic line up of 
exhibitors, ongoing support of trend forecasting agency Scarlet 
Opus (sponsored once again by BHETA), the new Bira Bonus 
Initiative and the Sirius Convention we are offering visitors the 
opportunity to get a steer on what consumers will be looking  
for next.

The ‘On Trend’ initiative means the shows will be highlighting 
examples of products that will be leading the way in terms of 
consumer interest for this coming Christmas and Spring/Summer 
next year. Look out for the logos attached to products around the 
show, or book in for a ‘Trend Tour’ to be guided around key  
trend highlights by the Scarlet Opus team (see show website for 
more information).

The continuing popularity of baking and cooking, supported by 
ongoing prime-time TV programming, means that all sorts of 
housewares items are not just kitchen essentials, but also useful 
and desirable gifts.

From must-have tools and gadgets, beautiful designer table settings 
and cutlery, to the latest ‘smart’ cookware, coffee machines and 
juicers, well designed, functional products are sought after and 
popular with all types of consumers - and our exhibitors have them all!

So, there is plenty to see and think about at this year’s Exclusively 
Shows - this preview is just the start!

We look forward to welcoming you to the show in June.

The Exclusively Shows Team

From left to right: Simon Boyd, Will Jones, Pam Ballone, Lindsey 
Hoyle, Nicola Adams-Brown, Sally Hawkins and Dawn Clarke.
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Exclusively Housewares Exhibitors and Brands
ADDIS HOUSEWARES LTD EH292
AEROLATTE LTD EH319
ALADDIN EH249
ANCHOR HOCKING EH437
ANNIVERSARY HOUSE EH238
APOLLO HOUSEWARES LTD EH232
ARC FRANCE EH412
ARCHITEC EH128
ARTHUR PRICE EH144
ARTHUR PRICE  
SIGNATURE COLLECTION  EH144
AUTEUR LTD EH265
AYKASA FOLDING CRATES EH154
BAMBINO EH144
BAMIX EH249
BENROSS MARKETING LTD EH409
BERGHOFF WORLDWIDE UK LTD EH440
BERGNER EUROPE SL EH421 
BETTY CROCKER EH156
BHETA EH458
BIBO BRANDS EH433
BIRA EH457
BLACK + BLUM LTD EH315
BODUM (UK) LTD EH442
BON AMI EH420
BOSKA HOLLAND CHEESEWARES EH317
BRABANTIA (UK) LTD EH446
BURTON MCCALL LTD EH249
CELLARDINE EH128
CHARLES BENTLEY & SON LTD EH347
CHILLY’S BOTTLES  EH270
CIE EUROPE EH450
CITY LOOK IMPORTS LTD EH283
CLICKCLACK EH346
CLICKCLACK AND STRAHL EH346
CLIVE CHRISTIAN EH144
COLORI EH246
CONTIGO EH433
CORK RANGE EH442

CREATIVE KITCHEN EH431
CREATIVE PRODUCTS  EH306
CREATIVE TOPS EH299
CURVER EH254
CURVER EH254
DAVID MASON (DESIGN) LTD EH276
DENBY BRANDS  EH352
DIAMOND EH431
DNC UK LTD EH203
DOUBLE WALL GLASSES EH442
DOULTON EH410
DOULTON WATER FILTERS EH410
DREAMFARM EH411
DRIP.LINE EH287
DUROMATIC EH246
E.BODUM EH442
E.PEBO EH442
EASIYO PRODUCTS (UK) LTD EH436
EASY COOK EH431
EATON HOME & DINING LTD EH311
EAZIGLIDE EH220
ECOEGG LTD EH414
EDDINGTONS LTD EH321
ELIA INTERNATIONAL LTD EH294
ENVIRO PRODUCTS LTD EH406
EUROSONIC GROUP LTD  EH248 
EUROSONIC GROUP LTD  EH248
EVO LIFESTYLE PRODUCTS EH287
FACKELMANN BRANDS UK EH448
FAIRMONT & MAIN LTD EH138
FALCON PRODUCTS LTD EH234
FAULTLESS STARCH EH420
FIRST CHOICE EH431
FISKARS (UK) LTD EH219
FISSLER EH249
FKA BRANDS LTD EH314
FORMA HOUSE LTD EH411
FRENCH PRESS COFFEE MAKER EH442
GEH LIMITED EH277

GOURMET GADGETRY EH280
GREEN PIONEER LTD EH428
GREENER CLEANER EH427
GROUPE SEB (UK) LIMITED EH264
HAUS MARKETING & 
DISTRIBUTION LIMITED EH244
HIP EH265
HORWOOD HOMEWARES LTD EH100
I GRUNWERG LTD EH136
IC INNOVATIONS LTD EH302
ICB NV EH284
ICTC LTD EH438
INTERNATIONAL  
COOKWARE LTD EH444
INTERNATIONAL  
INNOVATION COMPANY EH236
JEAN DUBOST SAS EH407
JERAY (SALES) LTD EH140
JOSEPH JOSEPH LTD EH295
JUDGE EH100
JWP LTD EH156
KLEEN KING EH420
KNIGHTSBRIDGE PME LTD EH430
KUHN RIKON UK LTD EH246
LADELLE UK LTD EH282
LAUNDRY MASTER EH431
LE CHATEAU TEXTILES LTD EH206
LE CREUSET UK LTD EH213
LLB EH144
LOCK & LOCK EH156
LUBKOWSKI SAUNDERS  
AND ASSOCIATES LTD EH447
MAGIC EH420
MATCH UP CLIPS - NO LEAK EH437
METALTEX (UK) LTD EH212
MEYER GROUP LIMITED EH293
MICROPLANE  EH305
MIKASA EH299
MOCCA EH442

MORPHY RICHARDS EH402
MY GIFTS TRADE EH316
NAVIGATE LTD EH325
NEAT IDEAS LTD EH353
NEDAC SORBO MASCOT EH418
NEOFLAM INC. EH233
NEW SODA EH341
NIXXEE EH262
NORDIC WARE EH303
NOUVEL AG EH416
NUDE EH158
OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP EH429
OLDE THOMPSON EH249
ORIGINAL CLEAN 1886 LTD EH420
OXO EH215
PENDEFORD HOUSEWARES EH431
PEUGEOT EH249
PHA KITCHESSENTIALS LTD EH128
PLANIT PRODUCTS LTD EH231
PLASTICFORTE EH454
POKITO EH287
POLDER HOUSEWARES UK EH300
PREMIER HOUSEWARES LTD EH225
PROPLAS 2008 LTD EH404
R.M.C. LONDON LTD EH240
RAYWARE LTD (RE MASON  
CASH & CO, RAVENHEAD,  
PRICE AND KENSINGTON) EH150
RAYWARE LTD KILNER EH146
RAYWARE TYPHOON & VINERS EH152
ROBERT WELCH DESIGNS LTD EH309
ROOT 7 EH237
ROYAL DOULTON EH410
RTA GLOBAL LTD EH120
RYLAND PETERS AND SMALL EH415
SABICHI HOMEWARES LTD EH214
SCOTT BROTHERS LTD EH437
SCOVILLE EH223
SCRUB DADDY EH287

SIGG SWITZERLAND  
BOTTLES AG EH405
SILPAT EH229
SIMPLEHUMAN (UK) LIMITED EH456
SISTEMA UK LTD EH343
SMASH GLOBAL LIMITED EH451
SORBO EH418
SPICE KITCHEN  EH419
STASHER EH128
STAY CLEAN EH246
STELLAR EH100
STOJO EH265
STRAHL EH346
SWAN PRODUCTS LTD EH400
T & G WOODWARE  EH263
TALA EH277
TATAY EH452
TAYLOR’S EYE 
WITNESS LIMITED EH241
TEA PRESSES EH442
TEFAL EH264
TERRAILLON UK LTD EH337
THE COOKWARE COMPANY EH142
THE DRH COLLECTION LIMITED EH204
TONTARELLI EH408
TRADESTOCK LIMITED EH327
TRAMONTINA EH257
U GROUP LTD EH209
UK THERMOS LIMITED EH104
ULTIMATE PRODUCTS EH267
VICTORINOX EH249
VILLAGGIO VERDE EH426
WESCO LIVING UK EH253
WESTERN HOUSE LTD EH126
WHAT MORE UK LTD EH110
WHITEFURZE LTD EH449
WHITFORD LTD EH423
ZOKU EH249
ZWILLING J.A. HENCKELS LTD EH202
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Anniversary House
EH238
Anniversary House Cake Decorations 
will be showcasing brand new 
Everyday and Christmas Product 
Ranges for 2018, including their 
new innovative self-inflating 
balloon cake toppers. Their 
Christmas range is extended this 
year with lots of exciting new 
products, including new resin 
figurines, giftable cookie cutter 
sets, food and gift packaging as 
well as new luxury napkin designs.
Superior quality, outstanding design 
and exceptional customer service are at 
the heart of the company’s ethos.

There is always plenty to see at the show, so whether you’re starting or 
finishing your Christmas buying, looking for ‘On Trend’ ideas to tempt 
your regulars or need to re-order a best-seller, Exclusively Housewares  
is a great place to do it! 

Read on for a taster of what you’ll be able 
to see at the show…
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aerolatte ltd
EH319
aerolatte® - the incredibly frothy 
coffee company, has had a variety 
of new products brewing for 2018 
and is excited to announce its three 
new launches; drip coffee brewer 
with microfilter, matcha tea frother 
and cappuccino artist! We will be 
demoing all three at stand EH319 
along with aerolatte’s best sellers 
such as the original milk frother, the 
mokavista®; praised by Nigella 
Lawson, and much more! So, come on 
over and say hello, we’ll be sure to have 
a hot cup of coffee waiting for you!

Addis
EH292
Addis Housewares will be introducing fresh new colours under their new Signature sinkside series. Selling alongside 
the core colours see a new line up of bright highlights including Flame, a vibrant orange colourway, bright cobalt 
blue, fresh jade, pomegranate and blue haze. A great way to add a burst of colour to the kitchen and create an eye 
catching display in store. 



Auteur
EH265
Auteur, the UK home of Stojo, Hip, 
bobble & RivSalt will be launching new 
and exciting products at EH 2018. Hip 
will launch a design-led reusable cup, 
Hip Cup and new collection – The 
Brights. Stojo, the collapsible, 
ultra-portable coffee cup will be 
showcasing the original Pocket Cup 
and Stojo Biggie – 16oz collapsible 
cup with a reusable straw ideal for 
coffee, tea and even smoothies! Pop 
by the stand to see the new members 
of the bobble Family including brand 
new Gloss Insulate and bobble Plus.

Arthur Price
EH144
In line with strong consumer opinion and increasing demand for environmentally 
friendly products, Arthur Price are very excited to be able to introduce a brand new 
collection of children’s tableware and cutlery sets, made from Bamboo Fibre. All 
items are 100% biodegradable, dishwasher safe, non toxic and originate from a 
sustainable source, There are 4 eye-catching designs to choose from:- Pirate, 
Ballerina, Bumble Bee and Lady-Bird.

Aykasa Folding Crates
EH154
You can make your daily life 
easier and practical with 
original Aykasa folding crates!
Aykasa folding crates are 
designed for creative home 
organizing and storage. 
Different size alternatives for 
your proper functional use and 
different colour alternatives for 
your aesthetic pleasure... When 
you are not actively using the 
folding crates, they save space 
when you fold. They are 
stackable and very durable 
under high load. You can use 
at home, office, outdoor, 
vehicle, and warehouse.

Apollo Housewares Ltd
EH232
2018 sees the 30th Anniversary of 
Apollo Housewares Ltd in the industry.
To succeed in our belief, Apollo have 
always applied a working policy of 
simple efficiency in all aspects of the 
business. Assisted by the rapid 
evolution of technology throughout our 
history, this has enabled us to offer 
sensible prices, coupled with the trusted 
relationships with our suppliers we can 
further achieve this without 
compromising on quality. This year 
sees us branching outdoors into 
ceramic BBQ ovens, stand 232.
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BergHOFF Worldwide UK Ltd
EH440
BergHOFF is an award-winning 
international company selling in 50 
countries and designs, develops and 
manufactures kitchenware & cookware 
(categories include pans, tools & gadgets, 
cutlery, knives, outdoor ovens, barbecue 
grills & accessories). New products on show include a ‘stay cool’ range of 
GEM cookware with the same one-click removable handles and with a 
silicone-edged versatile pouring lid and ‘on the go’ products like travel mug 
and bento box added to the colourful Leo kitchenware range.



Black+Blum
EH315
Black+Blum is showcasing its best-selling food-on-
the-go and hydration range: Box Appetit. This 
collection covers premium lunch boxes, accessories, 
flasks, thermoses and water bottles, including the 
award-winning Eau Good water bottle which uses a 
100% natural, charcoal filter. As well as brilliant 
design, Black+Blum is dedicated to sustainability by 
using premium, natural materials to ensure long life 
and less plastic waste. Visit our stand to view the full 
range, including new 2018 designs.

Boska
EH317
It’s our mission to bring people together, enjoying 
good food. We started 120 years ago with a passion 
for cheese. But we fell in love with chocolate along the 
way. Now we have put all of our experience in cheese 
tooling into a new range: Chocowares. We start 
small; the items have to live up to the high quality 
standards we have had since 1896. But keep an eye 
on us, there will be more soon!

Bodum
EH442
One of our biggest news in 2018 goes 
back to the beginning of BODUM’s 
history. The Mocca Siphon Coffee 
Maker was BODUM’s very first 
product, introduced by Peter Bodum 
in 1956. We’re now proud to 
present e.MOCCA - an updated 
version of the original – as part of 
our line of syphon coffee makers. 
Cork is one of our favourite 
materials because of its sustainability, 
function and design. In our new 
collections you will find cork used for 
new French Press coffee makers, new tea 
pots and new travel mug.
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bira
EH457
Independent. Together.
We’re the British Independent Retailers Association, but you 
can call us bira. For the past 118 years we’ve been in the 
corner of independent retailers across all kinds of industries. 
Over that time we’ve built a support team committed to the 
continuing success of every business we work with.

Bibo Brands  
EH433
Bibo Brands holds the exclusive rights to 
distribute and market Contigo in EMEA. 
Contigo focusses on innovation in order to 
raise the consumers drinking comfort. 
Contigo’s technologies were developed to 
offer a durable solution for everyday 
struggles. By the means of AUTOSEAL®, 
AUTOSPOUT® and TWISTSEAL® 
technologies, Contigo has revolutionized the 
world of drinkware. Contigo is continuously 
looking for ways to improve its products and 
to keep offering the consumer the very best 
on the market. 



Burton McCall
EH249
Visit our stand to see a whole host of new and existing products from our 
prestigious portfolio of brands. Are you looking for products for the serious 
foodie or would be chef? If so then the new products from Bamix, Peugeot 
and Fissler must be seen. Victorinox will be launching a new range of 
kitchen knives and chopping boards which are a great addition to any 
kitchen and brands such as Aladdin, Camelbak, Stanley and Zoku make 
us a one stop shop for all your hydration needs. 

CIE EUROPE
EH450
CIE continue to produce innovative storage ideas for the 
home. This year we will be presenting XTend a new 
storage system to make the most of your wardrobe 
space. We have new products for the Bedroom, 
Bathroom, Kitchen, Laundry and Garage all designed to 
make the most of the space in your home.
Our new factory in Spain is producing all of our vacuum 
storage bags and totes, giving us 
more flexibility, shorter lead 
times and the ability to 
produce new packs and 
designs to suit our 
customers.

Brabantia UK Ltd
EH446
Brabantia is delighted to bring a host of exciting 
new products to the Exclusively Housewares Show 
2018, from categories including Waste 
Management, Laundry and Food Enjoyment. 
Alongside the beautiful Bo Touch Bin, we will have 
our newest addition to the Bo family - Bo Pedal Bin. 
Bo Pedal joins newIcon in partnering with The 
Ocean CleanUp to donate for every bin sold. Stylish 
and sustainable! Also see our new ironing board 
designs, storage jars, and much more. 
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City Look Imports Ltd
EH283
We would like to introduce you to our new 
designs from our 2018 Cooksmart range: 
Farmers Kitchen, Retro Meadow, 
Chatsworth Floral, Woodland and Oxford 
Denim. Products available are kitchen 
textiles including our new pot holders and 
oven mitts, mugs, canisters, breakfast sets, 
tableware plus lots more. We also have 
new Christmas ranges available so come 
along and see us.

Charles Bentley
EH347 
Charles Bentley & Son are a global 
supplier of household cleaning equipment 
with an extensive portfolio, from premium 
designer ranges to everyday value 
products. Established 155 years ago, 
Charles Bentley is a fifth generation family 
company. From humble beginnings the 
company has grown to become a global 
enterprise supplying thousands of cleaning 
products to many of the top retailers 
around the world. Charles Bentley takes 
pride in its unrivalled reputation for 
product design and innovation.



Curver
EH254
At this year’s show Curver is 
proud to present its state-of-the-
art Glass food storage range. 
SMART COOK, Ideal for freezer, 
fridge, microwave and oven safe 
(without the lid), from -40°C to 
+300°C, High thermal shock 
resistance thanks to high quality 
bodies made from BPA-free 
borosilicate glass, which covers 
perfectly consumers needs. Pop 
along to our stand, as we will also 
be previewing new design 
innovations in storage, laundry 
and refuse.

David Mason Design
EH276
DMD will be launching several 
new ranges at this years show 
under its English Tableware 
company brand. These will 
include our new After Dark 
range, which is a collection of 
quirky, hand drawn characters 
in vibrant colour ways. 
Available in mugs, ceramic 
coasters, Egg cups, Glass 
dishes and Tea towel. We will 
also be previewing a range of 
gift boxed Zodiac mugs, an 
ideal gift for Christmas. We 
will have our full range of the 
award winning Artisan range 
on display with latest 
additions.
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ClickClack and Strahl
EH346
Strahl offers the perfect 
balance between weight, 
clarity, elegance and 
durability. Made from 
premium quality 
polycarbonate, Strahl 
continues to lead the world in 
premium beverageware 
solutions. ClickClack is 
dedicated to producing stylish 
and incredibly helpful 
kitchenware. From storage for 
the pantry, fridge and 
countertop, to handy 
on-the-go solutions, 
ClickClack has it all. Come and visit us to find out more about the 
exciting new ClickClack range in the UK.

Creative Products
EH306
Creative by name. 
Creative by nature. We 
offer great products 
with even greater 
merchandising 
solutions. We’re the 
UK’s number one 
in-store TV 
promotions 
company and we’re 
here to help you 
boost sales. We 
supply products that 
offer intelligent 
solutions for tackling everyday tasks. Visit our stand to see our 
fresh new products for 2018 including Thermo Gloves the heat 
resistant gloves with a tough aramid heat shielding exterior and 
silicone grip are ideal for BBQ, oven, home and garden use.



Denby Pottery
EH352
At Denby we don’t think it’s enough to 
simply design beautiful tableware and 
cookware. We have a rich track record 
of adapting our offerings to match the 
needs of consumers and carefully 
observe and co-create products to 
simplify everyday life without 
compromising on beauty and style. We 
always design our products with a 
purpose, from mugs that fit under 
coffee machines to being oven, 
dishwasher, microwave and freezer 
safe. Versatile, beautiful and durable 
tableware which is truly styled by life.

Doulton Water Filters
EH410
Showcasing its next generation of 
home drinking water filtration 
systems: manufactured in the UK, 
Doulton use ceramic 
microfiltration technology to 
remove contaminants from 
drinking water. Versatility & 
flexibility are key: counter-top 
solutions connecting to the 
existing kitchen tap, through to 
under-counter inline systems with 
a dedicated tap. The new portable 
filter bottle eliminates any reason to 
buy single use plastic bottles whilst 
providing the health benefits of 
drinking filtered water. 

EasiYo Products UK Limited
EH436
The EasiYo Yogurt Maker is sleek and contemporary, 
yet simple and incredibly easy to use and store. With 
no moving parts or electronics, it is easy to clean and 
will fit compactly on any kitchen shelf. Each sachet 
contains the finest quality milk powder, natural flavours 
and freeze dried cultures so you can easily make your 
own deliciously thick and creamy yogurt at home. 
EasiYo because everything tastes better when you 
make it yourself.

dnc uk ltd / Polar Gear
EH203
Make lunch the most enjoyable event of the day with 
our inspirational lunch collections featuring our 
range of fashion lunch, innovative hydration, our 
unique clic-tite containers and more. Whether it’s 
keeping your food fresh, your food or coffee hot, or 
helping you stick to your daily hydration goals, Polar 
Gear TM will have a product for you.

e-cloth
EH406
e-cloth - Unlike ordinary cloths, e-cloths have been 
designed to provide high performance cleaning using 
just water. e-cloths perform better; last longer and 
have a three year guarantee. As they clean without 
chemicals, they also save money and time as well as 
being great for your health and the environment. 
e-cloths remove dirt, grease and over 99% of 
bacteria from any hard surface. We are endorsed by 
the Good Housekeeping Institute, and appliance 
manufactures: Bosch, Magimix, Miele and Neff.
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ESG
EH248
The Daewoo Vacuum Blender is 
unlike any other blender seen 
before. New blenders are 
released every year but very few 
represent a significant 
development from their 
predecessors. Larger blades, 
faster motors, slimmer 
designs…we’ve heard it all 
before. However, every once in 
a while, a product comes along 
that changes everything.

Elia International Ltd
EH294
Another carefully considered addition 
to Elia’s dynamic cutlery offering, 
Aquila is a well-balanced range that 
tapers gently from a robust 
triangular base to a defined curve 
that adds character and style to any 
table setting. The new Elia Aquila 
range is finished in 18/10 stainless 
steel to exacting standards of the 
highest quality. With rolled edges and 
proportioned forms, Elia are pleased 
to launch Aquila.

Ecoegg Ltd
EH414
Founded in 2008, Ecoegg has built its success by providing effective, eco-friendly 
laundry and cleaning products to both the UK market and worldwide. Innovation is 
our middle name. We are passionate about producing innovative products that are 
free from harsh chemicals, environmentally friendly and kind to your skin. Our 
products also help our customers’ pocket by being longer lasting. We are 
exceptionally proud of our Queen’s Award for Enterprise for Innovation which we 
were awarded in 2016.
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EATON HOME & DINING LTD
EH311
Eaton Dining are delighted to be the 
world-wide distributors for ‘The English 
Mug Company’; exclusively designed in 
England this popular range continues to 
go from strength-to-strength. Centre stage 
for the show is one of our newest patterns. 
Already looking to be a hit ‘Cameo’ 
features vibrant watercolour artwork 
beautifully realised across our range of 
fine china mugs, tea & giftware. Come 
down to visit us and we’ll introduce you to 
the range and your next bestseller!

Eaziglide
EH220
eaziglide began with a small group of 
friends who shared a love of cooking 
and eating good food. To advance 
non-stick coatings, we developed a 
new toughening system to handle 
high-damage resistance and to 
improve food release, making products 
more durable and cooking easier. 
Since then, we’ve created an extensive 
range of products all featuring the 
unique Neverstick coatings. 



Evo Lifestyle Products
EH287
Scrub Daddy, The US’s most popular 
sponge has finally arrived in the UK. 
Launched in 2012 on the US show the 
Shark Tank, Scrub Daddy has gone on 
to become the most successful product 
ever aired with revenue of over $150m 
and 100m sponges sold. The Scrub 
Daddy’s unique ability to change texture 
with the temperature of the water and his 
non-scratch and odour free qualities 
means there is no end to his uses around 
the home. Scrub Daddy is currently available 
in over 45,000 retail outlets in the US.

Fiskars UK ltd
EH219
Fiskars is a leading global supplier of 
lifestyle and functional consumer 
products for the home, garden and 
outdoors. Renowned worldwide for 
creating products with great 
functionality and cutting-edge design, 
the group boasts a strong portfolio of 
trusted international brands such as 
Fiskars, Iittala and Wedgewood.  
Fiskars most iconic product, the 
orange-handled scissors, was born in 
1967 and revolutionised people’s 
everyday cutting experience, being the 
first plastic-handled scissors created. 

Eddingtons Ltd
EH321
This year we will be featuring a selection of new Christmas themed products 
including Christmas Eve Treat boards, Festive Cookie Baking Sets, Novelty 
Christmas Spatulas and Brass Cookie Cutters. Alongside these exciting new 
products we will be previewing our Spring 19 Epicurean Melamine designs 
together with products from our global partner brands including Epicurean, 
Trudeau, Westmark, Zassenhaus and the environmentally friendly Bee’s Wrap 
and If You Care brands. We look forward to seeing you!

Falcon Products
EH234
Falcon Products will showcase all 
their distinguished brands, with 
their own flagship brand Bake-O-
Glide™ taking centre stage. The 
original brand of non-stick, 
reusable cooking and baking 
liners, Bake-O-Glide™ is ideal for 
an abundance of applications 
whilst promoting healthier and 
convenient cooking. A number of 
high quality European brands, 
including WECK®, Marcato, We 
Love Pasta and Pulltex, will also 
feature, offering lines which all 
complement each other.
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Fairmont & Main
EH138
Fairmont and Main presents Lava, a unique and exciting new tableware 
collection launching summer 2018. This beautiful stoneware range 
underlines our dedication to creative and innovative tableware, whether it be 
in the restaurant or the home. Lava provides the perfect canvas for creativity, 
bringing to life the best ingredients and recipes whatever the season.



Groupe SEB -Tefal
EH264
For over 60 years product innovation 
has sat at the core of the Tefal brand, 
revolutionizing how we eat, cook and 
live. Our range of innovative products 
includes Thermo-SpotR cookware, 
Actifry and Anti-Scale steam irons and 
generators. Combined with significant 
ATL and instore investment these are 
just a few examples explaining why 
Tefal continues to drive value into the 
cookware, kitchen electrics and 
homecare categories. Come to our 
stand to find out more about why 
Tefal provide ideas you can’t live 
without!

Greener Cleaner
EH427
New Greener Cleaner®, made 
from recycled plastic and 
recyclable after use. Greener 
Cleaner® is a complete 
range of high quality, high 
performance green alternatives 
to your regular cleaning utensils, 
helping to reduce the amount of 
single use plastic ending up in our 
oceans. Ecologically sound cleaning 
products don’t need to be more 
expensive or compromise on cleaning 
performance. They can be better than 
any other non-ecologically sound 
brand! Come and see us to find out 
more.
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Green Pioneer
EH428
Our popular A Slice of Green range is 
growing with the introduction of our 
new ‘leak resistant’ lunch boxes. These 
are based on the traditional tiffin tins 
that are still used for lunches in India 
today, but have a silicone seal in the 
lid which means they are more suitable 
for foods with dressings or sauces. 
Plastic free and with a utilitarian 
design, these lunch boxes are perfect 
for bringing lunch into work, avoiding 
the need to buy expensive and 
overpackaged takeaway food. 

Forma House
EH411
Exhibiting at the show for the 
very first time, Dreamfarm is 
Exclusively Distributed in the UK 
by Forma House and if you love 
new things that solve a problem 
in the kitchen, you’re going to 
love Dreamfarm. Known as the 
problem solving inventors, 
Dreamfarm are not just about 
designing product to look pretty 
on a worktop, their mission is to 
think up the unthinkable and 
solve those annoying food-prep 
problems that drive us all nuts 
on a daily basis.

Gourmet Gadgetry Ltd
EH280
This year’s hero product is without a doubt our Retro Diner Waffle Maker, great for making sweet and savoury 
waffles in minutes. A top seller all year round, premium quality at an affordable price, packaged in a stylish gift 
box. Combined with recipes and serving suggestions allowing the end user to experiment with their creative 
skills in the kitchen. 



International Cookware (Pyrex)
EH444
Pyrex is best known for its range of 
instantly recognisable heat resistant 
glassware. The brand’s superior quality 
borosilicate glass was developed more 
than 100 years ago and still provides the 
perfect solution for modern bakers and 
cooks today! The Pyrex range also 
includes ceramic oven to tableware, metal 
bakeware and ovenware as well as high 
quality pots & pans including Aluminium, 
Stainless Steel and Cast Iron in both 
induction and non-induction.

I.Grunwerg Ltd
EH136
We are proud to present our latest 
Rockingham Forge collection – 
Equilibrium. Defined as a “state in which 
opposing forces or influences are 
perfectly balanced”, Equilibrium knives 
have high-quality blades and through-
tang weighted handles that are perfectly 
poised for comfortable balance. Each 
knife is made with ice-hardened German 
steel and curved POM handles to create 
a kitchen knife that has lasting sharpness 
and encourages a professional ‘rocking’ 
cutting motion. 
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HAUS
EH244
Haus have lots of new and inviting 
products from all their brands. Many 
seen at Ambiente and some NEW 
items that have yet to be showcased 
on UK shores. Here we show the 
NEW Epicure line from Wusthof. 
Sleek & elegant, a combination of 
East meets West in design, style and 
function. At the show you will also see 
the NEW SCANPAN Classic Induction 
range as well as new items from 
brand essentials, Bredemeijer and 
GEFU. We will also be unveiling a 
NEW brand at show. See you in June.

Horwood - Judge
EH100
The new Judge Teapots, 
Cafétieres and Milk frothers 
designed to perfect your 
morning coffee, and 
afternoon tea should 
tempt you to our stand, 
standing out from the 
crowd with their on 
trend colours and eye 
catching profiles. 
Unveiled at the show will 
be offers, new Judge 
Sabatier Knives and our 
latest pan sets alongside 
new merchandising and 
collaboration initiatives. 

Horwood - Stellar
EH100
Stellar Stay Cool the innovative cookware range, with handles that stay cool and silicone edged glass lids 
which seal in nutrients when cooking will be our focus. In addition, Stellar will preview new collections for 
Autumn and Winter launches, alongside unveiling new merchandising and collaboration initiatives and 
opportunities. The show also offers an opportunity to introduce the new website.



Joseph Joseph
EH295
Joseph Joseph is an English housewares manufacturer who is 
best known for it’s design led products, founded in 2003 by twin 
brothers Richard and Antony Joseph. It all started with a 
chopping board and the brand has continued to grow to include 
innovation and functional products, not only for the kitchen, but 
in other areas of the household too. New additions this season 
include Nest Lock within Food Storage and new colourways and 
products within Bathroom.

JWP Limited
EH156
Don’t miss the ‘Betty Crocker Microwave 
Brownie & Cake Makers’ from JWP Ltd at 
Exclusively 2018. This range allows anyone to 
create delicious brownies and cakes in less than 
6 minutes; saving time, energy and eliminating 
hassle. Also on show is Ice.bag®, a colourful 
range of space-saving mobile wine coolers that 
perfectly chill bottles in just 15 minutes! New for 
2018 is ‘good2heat Plus’, a range of premium 
microwave cookware that is a fine addition to 
JWP’s ‘Ultimate Microwave Collection’.
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Kilner®

EH146 
Introducing two new products to Kilner® 
The new Kilner® Breakfast Jar Set is the perfect 
way to start your day. This 0.35 Litre wide 
mouth Kilner® Jar comes with a unique 
stainless steel lid which doubles as a measuring 
cup for better portion control. This means you 
can enjoy your overnight oats, granola and 
cereals quickly without any fuss. This set also 
includes a stainless steel spoon, silicone spoon 
holder and airtight sealing disc, ideal for 
breakfast on the go. For 2018 we have added 
to our extensive Preserve Jars range with the 
new stylish Kilner® Fruit Preserve Jars. Available 
in Strawberry, Orange and Tomato, these are 
fun and practical jars, perfect for preserving 
fruit jams, jellies and relishes.

JEAN DUBOST 
SAS
EH407
Elegant tabling, fine 
détails, precision of 
cutting, it’s all Jean 
Dubost’s know-how and 
being, emanating from its 
collections of flatware sets 
and cutlery. The same 
gestures have been 
repeated for almost a 
century, precise, delicate, 
bringing all the quality to our 
products. The source of our 
inspiration is everyday life, 
lifestyles and our travel books...
This source is multiple, enriched by everyone’s 
experience, it gives Jean Dubost a modern mind, 
resolutely turned towards the future.

Jeray (Original Products) Ltd
EH140
Jeray’s have specialised in barware and 
drinking accessories for over 60 
years and will be launching over 
20 new lines at Exclusively. 
This will include the 
re-launch of the iconic 
1970’s Golf Ball Ice 
Bucket, a selection of 
character Bust Bottle 
Stoppers (Shakespeare, 
Einstein, Caesar and 
Trump!!) and a range of 
novelty “Tipsy” 
glassware. In addition 
there will be many Final 
Touch new products being 
launched; a giant Fish Bowl 
Glass, Sake Sets and 
Decanters, Marble and Copper 
bar tool sets and much more.



Kuhn Rikon UK Ltd
EH246
This year we have a large and exciting display of products on our stand, Kuhn 
Rikon has strived to create innovative products for over 90 years, we have a 
wide knowledge of needs in the Kitchen which we showcase throughout our 
ranges including our classic Swiss made Duromatic Pressure Cookers that 
combines efficiency and stylish design to our newly designed products such as 
the ‘Stay Clean Scrubber’ allowing you to switch your old bacteria full sponge 
for bright non-bacteria harbouring Scrubber!

LSA International
EH447
Founded in 1960s London, LSA International is a 
contemporary design brand specialising in handmade 
glass. For over 50 years the company has created 
collections for bar, table and decoration and continues to launch brand new products each 
season. Materials are carefully selected to ensure the brand’s signature quality and complex 
artisan techniques are translated into distinctive products. 

Ladelle
EH282
Ladelle, a growing international brand of over 30 years, exhibits again at Exclusively Housewares in 2018 with our 
innovative and expanded homewares collections. We will be previewing our Autumn Winter 2018/19 ranges which 
have been designed to inspire cooking, dining, entertaining and decorating in style with the season’s latest trend pieces. 
From our strong kitchen and dining textiles base we have very successfully launched into hard home product categories 
and are excited to share with you our best-selling current ranges and a preview of the latest collection launch at 
Exclusively Housewares. 

Le Creuset
EH213
Iconic cookware 
brand Le Creuset 
is delighted to 
showcase its 
Autumn/Winter 
campaign for 
2018 with exciting 
colours, product 
launches and 
Christmas gifting 
ideas. 
Synonymous for 
its premium, 
high-
performance, 
stylish cookware and kitchen products, Le Creuset 
offer a lifetime guarantee across its cookware ranges 
ensuring they are a worthy investment, providing 
superior cooking results every time. Le Creuset... for 
a lifetime of delicious cooking.
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Le Chateau Textiles
EH206
We will be showing all options of our William Morris 
kitchen textiles, including new additions, alongside our 
full tea towel and table linen ranges. All high quality 
and available 
from stock.



Microplane
EH305
The Microplane Brand promise addresses both the hobby and 
professional chefs desire to cook with enjoyment, efficiency, and 
deliver high quality results! Microplane promises reliable best in 
class products that incorporate the most advanced technology 
available worldwide. Microplane delivers on the commitment to 
provide both home cooks and professionals the tools needed to 
create an excellent cooking experience.

Meyer
EH293
Come and visit us at this years show to see exciting new launches 
from our key brands Anolon, Circulon and also Prestige. We 
look forward to sharing our forthcoming marketing plans with 
all of our customers. 

Morphy Richards
EH402
Morphy Richards will once again be 
attending Exclusively Housewares in 
2018, and introducing a wide array 
of new additions to their product 
catalogue. One of the most 
recognised and popular housewares 
brands in the UK, Morphy Richards is 
thrilled to share its new ranges with 
visitors to the show. With entirely new 

lines sitting alongside some of 
our best sellers, Morphy 

Richards gives visitors 
plenty of reasons to 

visit our stand at 
Exclusively 
Housewares!

Mason Cash 
EH150 
Originally carved by skilled 
craftsmen, the new Mason Cash In 
The Forest range of food 
preparation, storage and ovenware 
items features detailed woodland 
style embossments. Additional 
stoneware table top accessories 
include a teapot, mug and serving 
platter which all feature our favourite 
forest characters. Mason Cash is also 
excited to launch their Piazza range 
of square dinnerware, adding a 
modern twist to their dining ranges. 

Navigate 
Limited
EH325
Navigate will be showcasing its 
‘Champagne Edit’ collection from Beau & 
Elliot including new colours, print designs 
and brand new products in its Lunch-on-
the-go and its Kitchen and Home range.
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Metaltex (UK) Ltd
EH212
Metaltex develops, manufactures and distributes non-electrical 
housewares for everyday use. We have over 2,000 products, spanning 

across three categories: Laundry Care, Storage and 
Organisation, Kitchen Utensils and Gadgets. This year, we will 
be showcasing our NEW, ‘on-trend’, Polytherm Copper storage 
solution range. The new range combines the remarkable advantages of Metaltex’ 
exclusive Polytherm coating, alongside the new trendy metallic Copper colour, that is 
taking the market by storm.



Neoflam
EH233
Bringing kitchens to life
innovative, healthy, and 
colourful. Our mission is to 
address the concerns of 
people like your consumers 
that want more than what 
the standard kitchen aisle 
has to offer. By offering 
healthy cookware, Neoflam 
has expanded its business 
into the global market over 
70 countries since 1990.

Neat Ideas Ltd
EH353
Mix & Serve is the all-in-one kitchen 
tool, it transforms from a whisk to 
serving tongs. When used as a serving 
tool it’s great for pasta, salads & 
vegetables and also for turning meat 
in a frying pan. When used as a whisk 
it’s the perfect tool for eggs, batter 
and sauces. Mix & Serve is perfect for 
lifting poached and hard-boiled eggs 
out of boiling water.

Nouvel AG
EH416
The ultimate new 
table cooking 
himalaya saltstone 
grill. Enjoy this 
healthy and fun 
grilling experience 
with your family 
and loved ones.

New Soda
EH341
The New Soda Cook Station is perfect for 
simplifying your kitchen. As people declutter their 
lives, the cutting edge is catering to the needs of the 
everyday cook to include organising storage of your 
‘go-to’ knives, spoons, peelers, scissors and utensils 
- the basic tools with great functionality. This has 
been cleverly designed to combine a knife and 
utensil pot. This enables you to save and clear 
space on a work surface. Designed by Damian 
Evans.

Nordic Ware
EH303
For over 70 years Nordic Ware have been 
delighting bakers with our world famous Bundt® 
range of baking pans. Innovation, quality, 
craftsmanship and a passion for what we do is still 
at the heart of the family owned manufacturer. Our 
extensive range of products include Bakeware, 
Cookware, Kitchen Accessories and Tools, 
Microwave and Outdoor Cooking. We will be 
showcasing our new Bundt® shapes and sizes 
alongside our Naturals Everyday Baking Range, 
perfect partners for the everyday cook.

Nude Glass
EH158
Istanbul-based global design brand 
Nude is the creator of contemporary 
glassware for modern living. With its 
ethos ‘simple is beautiful’, Nude looks 
at life through the lens of simplicity; 
de-cluttering and distilling, marrying 
form with function.
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My Gifts Trade
EH316
For S/S2019, the key trend is ‘Clarity’, as exemplified by the stunning 
collection of contemporary tableware produced by ECP Design under 
license from renowned ceramics designer, Sue Pryke. The pure white 
forms of Sue’s wonderfully balanced pieces are stylish yet functional with 
a cool, serene feel, as cosy Scandi-chic meets relaxed urban dining. 
Other licensed collections from Sue Pryke can be found in some of the 
world’s most prestigious retail outlets.

Original Clean 1886
EH420
Original Clean 1886 is the Authorised UK Distributor of Faultless Starch/Bon Ami 
Company whose products are market leaders in America and have been a mainstay, 
trusted by households around the world for more than 130 years. Premium cleaning 
and laundry care products manufactured by a fifth-generation family run corporation 
and now available in the UK. Brands include Magic, Kleen King, Faultless and Bon Ami.

Pendeford Housewares
EH431
Pendeford Housewares, Manufacturing 
and importing Branded and own Brand 

cookware, Microwave cookware, Tea 
pots, Kettles, Bakeware, kitchen Plastics, 
Ironing board covers since 1958.
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Polder Products
EH300
The Polder Fold-Away Dish Rack is an 
innovative new design that maximizes 
drying space and folds up compactly 
for out-of-sight storage. Featuring an 
integrated knife block, split 
compartment utensil bin, rust-resistant 
stainless-steel rack, and silicone mat, 
this space saving design provides 
plenty of drying space for plates, pans, 
utensils, glassware and more. Plus, the 
removable utensil bin stores inside the 
main housing and the flexible mat 
folds over and locks in place for 
compact storage. 

Planit Products
EH231
Planit Products Ltd. are best known for 
toastabags; the original invented, 
patented, non-stick reusable bag that 
cooks toasted sandwiches to perfection 
in the toaster in just 3 minutes. All sorts 
of delicious toasted sandwiches can be 
made. Try brie and cranberry or stilton 
and pickles – simply delicious! At 
Exclusively Housewares in June we will 
be launching new products such as 
‘Crispy Bacon Made Easy in the 
Microwave!’ so please come and see us.

PHA Kitchen Esentials Ltd
EH128
PHA Kitchen Essentials is an importer 
and distributor of high quality, 
innovative brands many from North 
America and with UK exclusivity 
including Architec, Cuisipro, Pebbly, 
Prepara, Kitchen Grips, Stasher and 
Urban Trend. We also distribute UK 
brands including CellarDine, YumYum 
and üutensil and we specialise in 
products manufactured in Spain, with 
particular expertise in terracotta ranges 
and paella pans. We will have new 
items on show from many of our 
brands including Stasher which is 
finding great success in the consumer 
media with the focus on ‘plastic-free’.
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Plasticforte
EH454
Our corporate policy is focused on 
teamwork, looking after employees 
and building good relationships 
with our customers. We aim to cover 
all the needs of any home 
worldwide with our extensive range. 
Our team control the entire 
production and distribution process 
from design to sales. All rooms in 
your home will be enhanced by 
Plasticforte with our high quality and 
trendy colours.

Premier Housewares Ltd
EH225

We are looking forward to exhibiting our latest 
kitchenware lines at Exclusively Housewares 
2018. Created with stylish living in mind, our 
selection illustrates how easily the kitchen can 
be transformed into a space where one wants 
to dwell for as long as possible. You can 
expect to see hand painted dinnerware with 
muted patterns that reference the latest in 
hygge living, contemporary 

metallic dipped cutlery, and 
storage solutions that 

reference the evergreen 
geometric trend.

Price & Kensington 
EH150 
Add a hint of character to your favourite 
dishes and snacks with our new Carnaby 
Script Collection. Featuring a monochrome 
design of bold words and phrases in a fun, 
handwritten style; this playful range of 
dinnerware, storage, textiles and table top 
accessories is a wonderful addition to your 
kitchen and dining table. 

PROPLAS 2008 LIMITED
EH404
For 2018 Proplas Ltd will be 
showcasing their latest ranges of Food 
Storage and preparation designed to 
embrace convenience, functionality & 
performance. Storage Solutions from hinged 
lid to heavy duty. ECO Friendly Alternatives,  
for the growing demand for sustainable sourcing & recycled materials. This show 
is our platform to launch our new Trend Colours within Kitchen Accessories for 
the style conscious consumer. We hope to present something for everyone. 

Ravenhead
EH150 
Introducing 2 new shapes to our 
Ravenhead cocktail collection, 
crafted using mouth blown 
techniques. The tall, hollow stem 
Prosecco Flutes have been 
specifically designed to 
complement all kinds of 
sparkling wines and champagne. 
Our new elegant Champagne 
Cocktail glasses add an element 
of sophistication to your cocktail 
creations, while the wide top 
allows for delicious desserts to be 
served in style. 

R.M.C. London Ltd
EH240
No need to pack out the grill tonight! In 
the blink of an eye you can turn a good 
piece of beef into a magnificent steak in 
BBQ design! AMT Gastroguss
• Developed with German National  
 Culinary Team 
• Outfitters to 50/52 Culinary  
 Olympic Team 
• 25 Year Guarantee Warp Free 
• Hand-casted Aluminium  
 9-10mm thick base
• Excellent heat distribution,  
 rapid heating time 
• No oil, burning or sticking, thanks  
 to our special Lotan coating 
• Very easy to clean!



Robert Welch Designs
EH309
At Robert Welch Designs, we believe that everyone should be able to use 
beautifully designed products in everyday life. Building on a reputation of 
over six decades of enduring design, Robert Welch cutlery is becoming 
widely recognised as one of the finest collections in the world and will be 
showing our first textured range: Honeybourne. We are also delighted to 
be presenting the second phase of our Drift Barware alongside our 
luxurious new Drift Tea Collection.

SALTER
EH314
Salter Housewares introduces a new range of precision kitchen 
instruments, designed in collaboration with Heston Blumenthal and his 
team. Boasting a fresh look and feel at Exclusively Housewares 2018, the 
Heston Blumenthal Precision 
range continues to deliver 
superior quality and 
unbeaten accuracy so you 
can get the best results in 
your kitchen. The new range 
includes premium kitchen 
scales, timers and 
thermometers, enhancing 
your culinary experience and 
delivering accurate results 
every time.

Sabichi Homewares Ltd
EH214
Sabichi Homewares is a leading 
distributor of Housewares & small 
electrical appliances. We supply many 
high street chains, mail order companies 
and hundreds of independents in over 30 
countries throughout the world. We 
produce goods in our own brand or that 
of our customers. With a well-developed 
sourcing infrastructure, our retail partners 
rely on our expertise to develop fantastic 
products that drive sales and profit for 
our valued partners and ourselves.

Sabichi Haden
EH214
Since being acquired by British homewares company Sabichi in 2016, Haden has 
developed an incredible range of electric kettles, toasters, blenders, multi 
cookers, slow cookers and microwares to name a few. As an iconic British brand, 
Haden looks to the British countryside and stunning sea side towns for design & 
colour inspiration. We create aspirational products built to deliver great 
performance in the kitchen, as well as a touch of classic style to the counter top.
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RTA Global
EH120
As always, our Traditional wine racks are 
made of FSC® certified Brazilian pine 
(FSC® C007915) and British steel. Made 
in the UK, built to the same design as 
when first created in 1703 - a design 
that is still recognized as the best and 
most flexible means of storing wine and 
champagne. The range is complemented 
by our other ranges of racks, accessories 
and gadgets for wine lovers and 
enthusiasts, including some premium 
racks of exotic woods and some stunning 
floor standing show pieces.



Scoville
EH223
Scoville is all about the hottest 
innovative products and was the 
first range to feature Neverstick, 
the latest in non-stick 
technology and the most 
radical innovation in non-stick 
cookware. Our exclusive 
toughening system results in a 
gorgeous range of cookware 
that is a massive 5 times stronger 
than other non-sticks. 

Scott Brothers Ltd
EH437
Scott Brothers are the leading distributor 
of household products, representing 
brands such as Packmate and 
DomoPak as well as supplying own 
label ranges of vacuum bags and 
soft storage. The recent addition 
of Décor plastics and Anchor 
Hocking glassware to the offer, 
has seen expansion into Kitchen 
and Food storage markets 
increasing our ability to serve 
nationals and independents alike. 
All products are available from UK 
held stocks, or direct containers 
depending on your needs. 
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SIGG Switzerland Bottles AG
EH405

Premium bottle brand, SIGG, will 
unveil new stylish drinks collections. 

Leakproof, BPA free and available 
in an assortment of styles and 
colours, SIGG’s bottles are 
suitable for any drink, hot or 
cold, and can be used anywhere, 
anytime. Functional and 
fashionable! SIGG’s been 
creating safe and durable 
reusable water bottles since 1908. 

Enjoyed by drinkers globally, a 110 
year history has seen SIGG become 

the leading Swiss bottle brand 
well-known for design, innovation and 

long-lasting quality.

Knightsbridge PME
EH430
PME Cake Decorating is a London 
based business with over 60 years 
history in the design, manufacture 
and distribution of cake decorating 
and home baking product. We are 
product focused - delivering on 
trend, innovative product with quality 
always underscoring everything we 
do. Our catalogue includes all key 
categories within the sector. Come to 
our stand to see the hugely successful 
new Geometric MultiCutters, some 
new and trendy Baking Cases and a 
new birthday party based cake 
making kit. 

SILPAT
EH229
In 1965 an innovative French engineer and keen cook Guy Demarle created the first non-stick baking mat, thanks to 
which, he rapidly acquired a reputation for the best baguettes in France. Guy called the mats Silpat because of the 
unique silicone and fibre manufacturing process. The process by which they are still made today. Having built a long 
and strong reputation among professional bakers a new range of moulds are being brought to the home – the is the 
start of a French Revolution in Baking.



Smash Global Limited
EH451
Smash specialise in developing the best insulated lunch bags and drink 
bottles for kids and adults alike. Our success in Australia has led us to 
become a Global Company and we have enjoyed another year of strong 
growth worldwide. 
We are returning to 
Exclusively Housewares 
this year, showcasing 
fresh, trendy and 
inovative designs. 
Come and see them.

T&G
EH263
T&G will be launching some exciting 
new products this summer, on show 
will be the fun ‘Tutti Frutti’ range with 
additions to the fruit wireware basket 
offer, new additions to the successful 
’Bar Boards’ collection and a new 
collection ‘Ocean’ which includes 
ceramic kitchen storage, baskets, 
trivets and wood boards. T&G hope 
‘ocean’ will engage everyone in a 
conversation to rethink plastic and 
what they can do to help, just the 
perfect pick up gifts and great price 
points for Christmas from T&G! 

Swan Products Ltd
EH400
British brand, Swan offers everything needed for 
the kitchen thanks to its multi-award winning Retro 
collection and designer range with the popular 
presenter, DJ and cook book author, Fearne 
Cotton. Featuring large and small appliances as 
well as stylish kitchen accessories and cookware, 
Swan is proud to be able to provide a variety of 
products that are suitable for traditional or 
contemporary kitchens. Swan is excited to 
announce that it will also be unveiling an exclusive 
new collection.
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Simplehuman
EH456
The simplehuman rectangular sensor bin with voice control opens at the 
sound of your voice. Just say “open can” and the lid opens 
automatically, so throwing away rubbish is quick, efficient and hassle-
free. It also has a motion sensor that opens the bin with a wave of your 
hand and is smart enough to adapt to you and the surrounding 
environment – no false triggers, no unexpected lid closures. Available in 
single or dual compartment and now in a new black stainless finish.

Sistema UK Ltd
EH343

Made in New Zealand, Sistema products are BPA and 
Phthalate free and available in a wide range of bright 
colours, sizes and styles. Stackable, versatile, easy to use 
containers to make daily life easier. Categories include 
Food Storage, To Go, Hydrate, Lunch and Microwave 
Cookware. This year sees the launch of two brand new, 
innovative ranges, Brilliance and FreshWorks, 
both of which introduce new 
features to the Sistema offer. 
Sistema continues to be loved 

by children and adults alike.



Terraillon UK Ltd
EH337
With its French heritage and 
expertise in housewares for over 60 
years, Terraillon is one of the European 
leaders in kitchen and bathroom scales 
markets. Exporting to over 80 countries, 
Terraillon designs and develops innovative 
appliances that support consumers every day while 
creating an ultimate experience to benefit healthy 
lifestyles. At this year show, the latest ranges 
introduce smart connected health focused devices 
and unique baking accessories that are exceeding 
users’ expectations.

Taylors Eye Witness Ltd
EH241
As well as showing their full range of 
Kitchen Knives, Knife Sets, Scissors, 
Sharpeners and related Kitchen 
Knives and Tools we shall be 
launching a number of new products 
including items suitable for gifting.

The Cookware Company
EH142
GreenPan™ is the original global 
brand of ceramic non-stick and 
celebrated its 10th anniversary in 
2017. It is now onto the 5th 
generation of coating, 
Thermolon™ Infinity Professional, 
hardened by diamonds and the 
most durable GreenPan™ coating 
to date. New this year is a 
‘classics remastered’ cookware 
design, Mayflower, recreating the 
style from a traditional kitchen but 
with contemporary features 
associated with GreenPan™. It is 
one of three new cookware 
ranges at the show.

TATAY
EH452
KRONOS, the solution for not wasting food. Airtight food 
containers BpA free, with 4 secure closings, in different models 
and capacities with unique custom QR code to each food 
container, through App Kronos, to record and control your 
recipes. Three sample steps : Scan QR Code, register your 
recipe, select ingredients and save your dish. KRONOS, will 
automatically calculate the best before date and the expiry 
date. KRONOS advantages: Healthy consumption, 
purchase saving, plan weekly menu.
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The DRH Collection
EH204
DRH will be launching our 2018 Autumn Winter 
collections at Exclusively Housewares. With 
many great new lines from across our brands, 
with some perfect Christmas gift lines in both 
ceramic and glassware! Along side these will be 
our classic collections, our Spring launches also 
– include Speckle by Anton Studio Designs, and 
the already award winning range of bakeware, 
Quick Recipe by BIA.



Tramontina
EH257
Tramontina will be presenting the brand new 
premium collection of cutlery and carving 
sets in wooden gift boxes. The cutlery has a 
5-year warranty and is dishwasher safe. Take 
advantage of unique offers only available at 
the show. We will continue to support the 
existing (first Semester) Spring/Summer 
promotions. Tramontina is also proud to 
bring recognized cookware ranges already 
established in the USA to the UK and Irish 
Market.

ICTC 
EH438
ICTC is delighted to be exhibiting at 
Exclusively Housewares, showcasing a 
fantastic range of new and existing products 
from brands including Woll, Mauviel, 
Opinel, La Rochere and more. With a fresh 
new look and exciting new products, we’re 
excited to welcome you to our stand. 
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Typhoon 
EH152
Our NEW Modern Kitchen styles one of the hottest home décor 
trends of the year – gold! This range adds a luxurious feel to the 
kitchen, as the combination of warm acacia wood with gold 
metallic creates a glamorous and affluent look. The glitzy storage 
and the bold geometric shapes of the wood, makes this range 
classic with contemporary appeal. 

Tontarelli
EH408
Tontarelli are one of the largest manufacturers of household plastics 
in Europe. We remain a family owned business with a philosophy to 
produce quality innovative products at competitive prices, while 
having the understanding and flexibility to meet the needs of our 
retail partners through a shared consumer focused approach.

Tradestock
EH327
Providing on-trend inspiration for AW18 will be new festive designs for tabletop 
accessories and extensive glassware collections. New lines include opulently 
coloured wine glasses and tumblers, 
along with additions to Raising 
Spirits, an inspired concept featuring 
a mix of glassware in a variety of 
drink specific shapes and capacities, 
embracing current trends for 
cocktails, fizz, gins and other tipples. 
Renowned  brands Durobor and 
Crystalite Bohemia will add to our 
inimitable glassware offering.
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Wesco UK
EH253
Brand new from WESCO, the iconic housewares specialist, is 
the Loft Living collection. Taking its inspiration from the 
popular pared back look of industrial styling, the new collection 
features a brand new matt powder coating. This new technique 
gives the products a very clean, industrial look with a beautiful 
textured finish. WESCO has always been known for its unique 
combination of retro styling, on-trend colour choice and 
premium quality. 

Villaggio Verde
EH426
Forever Olive offers a top quality wide 
range of handmade Olive Wood products 
designed to be used in the Kitchen and as 
tableware. The product range not only 
appeals to discerning buyer who likes top 
quality natural wood products, but also 
serves well to the gift market. Forever Olive 
wood range is chemical free and non-
porous meaning it will not attract odours, 
bacteria or stains. Olive wood is the perfect 
kitchen product. Forever Olive products are 
all attractively branded and barcoded.

UK Thermos LTD
EH104
For over 110 years, Thermos has been 
the trusted brand for quality insulated 
vacuum ware products, keeping your 
drinks hotter for longer. The Super 
Light family combines maximum 
performance with an ultra-slim profile, 
making it our most portable range yet! 
Ideal for travel, these elegant flasks 
and tumblers will keep your drinks hot 
or cold for hours. Perfectly leak-proof 
and available in two stylish colours, 
you’ll never leave home without one!

Viners
EH152
It’s the attention to detail that makes our 18.0 Glamour cutlery so unique. With 
a high shine mirror finish, the set is polished to exude a shimmering display. 
The structured handles with a hammered textured effect effortlessly bring 
understated luxury to your dining table whatever the occasion. Available to buy 
as individual pieces, or as a 16 piece or 24 piece gift box. Also, introducing 
our brand new children’s 18.0 stainless steel Mermaid and Football cutlery, 
designed especially for a 5+ year age group. With a blunt serration included 
on the blade of the knife, this will help encourage 
children to cut their own food safely. 
Additionally, we will be showcasing our 
Forged Aluminium Pans which bring style 
and practicality to your cooking. With  
a matte black coating and stainless 
steel handle, these pans are 
ergonomically designed for 
maximum comfort. 

Ultimate Products
EH267
Featuring everything your 
kitchen needs, from pans and 
crockery to cutlery and food 
preparation products. 
Focussing on combining style 
with practicality, our ranges 
help to fill your kitchen with 
strong and durable products. 
Ergonomically designed, our 
Bamboo range provides an 
environmentally friendly way 
to enjoy drinks with a range of sippy cups,  
as well as serving jugs and serving trays. 



Whitford Ltd
EH423

A leading nonstick coatings manufacturer with a wide 
portfolio of brands for the cookware, bakeware and 
small electrics markets; offering quality, innovation 
and high-performance adhering to localized food 
standards. New for 2018: 

• Urban colours: contemporary shades to personalize 
your housewares

• Moonscape: a 3-coat system offering a rough texture 
dedicated to ‘release’

• Granite: water-based coatings offering attractive 
granite aesthetics with improved hardness and 
nonstick properties.

Whitefurze Ltd
EH449
Visit the Whitefurze stand and win a bottle of champagne*. 
Whitefurze is proud to announce another milestone in the 
history of our company; as a UK market leader in consumer 
plastics, offering a quality range of over 800 SKUs across 
Housewares, Storage and Garden. We will be showcasing 
our best selling products alongside our bespoke colour 
ranges, which can be made to order in volume, in a colour 
of your choice. *Contact Whitefurze for competitions rules. 

ZWILLING J.A. Henckels
EH202
ZWILLING’s focus on newness and 
innovation for 2018 includes 
self-sharpening knife blocks, 
making knife care and 
maintenance easy for the home 
cook. For those that just want to 
cook with the minimum of fuss, 
the self-sharpening block takes 
care of the cutting edge, 
automatically maintaining the 
correct angle every time the knife 
is taken out of and replaced in the 
block. Available across three knife 
series, there’s a self-sharpening 
block for every kitchen.

What More UK Ltd
EH110
We have a very 
comprehensive offer 
of bakeware in 
non-stick, enamel 
and aluminium in 
various gauges 
across our ranges. 
Constantly 
investing in our 
own UK factory 
facilities allows us to 
diversify and adapt to 
the market quickly. Our 
award winning Baker & 
Salt®, PushPan® and Wham® 
Cook brands offer a large and 
diverse range of kitchenware, including bakeware, food 
storage, tools & gadgets and drinks bottles. Please come 
by to see and discuss the scope of what we can offer as a 
manufacturer.
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Western House
EH126
Western House introduces the new 
Mixology collection by Luigi 
Bormioli. Produced from SON.hyx® 
crystal glass and presented in stylish 
gift boxes. The collection features 
distinctive styles and 
classy shapes to 
showcase everyone’s 
favourite drinks; 
whether it’s shaken, 
stirred or on the rocks!
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Christmas 
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Time for families get together to eat, drink and be merry! 
The build-up to Christmas can also signal a renewed interest in people wishing to prepare their house for the 
onslaught of friends and family, a surge in home cooking and baking, a desire for new table settings and gadgets 
to show off to friends and family, and to give as presents, sociable hosts looking for ideas to help out on the 
entertaining front, and of course, ideas of what to do with the dreaded leftovers! Let’s see what our exhibitors can 
offer up on all these fronts this Christmas.

Getting ready for visitors - setting the scene for festive fun! 

Smeg UK Ltd
EE20
In 2018 Smeg will launch its 
newest addition to its iconic 
range of SDA’s, the DCF01 
filter-coffee machine. It is an 
appliance that encapsulates the 
design & innovation philosophy 
which has made SMEG’s ‘50s 
retro style a design icon. The 
1050W filter-coffee machine is 
abundant with features such as 
Autostart control, Keep-Warm 
function & ability to choose 
between a delicate or intense 
aroma. The 1.4-litre, ten cup 
capacity water tank includes an 
indicator & a regulation 
mechanism.

Kalorik
EE26
Kalorik specialises in supplying Small 
Domestic Appliances in a range of 
colours and themes designed to 
coordinate with non-electrical 
kitchenwares. Copper is set 
to continue its domination of 
kitchenwares throughout 
2018, and this year sees 
Kalorik add to this 
extremely popular on-trend 
colourway with our Deep 
Fill Rotary Waffle Maker 
from in-house brand 
‘KitchenOriginals’. Visit to 
see how trend focused 
Small Domestic Appliances 
can make the most of your 
retail offering. 



Horwood - Stellar
EH100
A Stellar gift at Christmas is always 
appreciated, whether it’s our latest 
pan, a set of cutlery or Kitchen 
Knives, but there’s something very 
appealing about copper at 
Christmas time. Stellar’s copper tools 
collection combine the attraction of 
copper with the unsurpassed 
functionality needed in the 
contemporary home. Each item has 
been designed to perform peerlessly. 
Christmas offers the opportunity to 
invite Stellar and a warm glow with 
the Stellar Copper Gadget collection.

Horwood - Judge
EH100
Christmas offers a time to socialise, over drinks with friends and 
therefore opportunity to review your glass portfolio. Judge will 
showcase their beautiful crystalline glass which offers clarity, 
strength, and good design so that favourite drinks can be 
enjoyed to the max. Within the collection there’s a glass that’s 
perfect for every drinking occasion. Raise a Judge Glass this 
Christmas. Cheers!

Fairmont & Main
EH138
Fairmont & Main presents the 
Ducks & Hens range. Each 
Duck/Hen is made with a 
high quality vitrified ceramic 
body, is hand made and 
hand decorated, each with it’s 
own name tag. This ceramic 
egg storage collection makes 
for the perfect gift, no matter 
what the season.

Melitta UK Ltd
EE28
Wake up and taste the coffee this Christmas as 
Melitta®, launches its NEW premium bean-to-
cup Barista TS Smart® coffee machine – 
complete with the prestigious Quiet Mark icon 
in recognition of being among the quietest 
products on the market. Fitted with the intuitive 
Touch & Slide feature to simply and 
conveniently set and use the coffee machine, 
as well as the Melitta Connect App and only 
once a year descaling, the Barista TS Smart® 
should be part of every retailer’s festive gifting 
showcase. 

NSAuk
EE60
The 2-in-1 Rechargeable Corkscrew and Wine Preserver (W-RCWS1-SS) is 
ideal for the festive season adding incremental sales value to your Xmas 
assortment. This 2-in-1 corkscrew makes opening and preserving wine 
easier than ever. This dual purpose 2-in-1 reversible unit is quick and 
easy to use – all at the touch of a button. Suitable for all corks – it can 
open 30+ bottles on one charge and includes two stoppers foil cutter & 
aerator. A must have Xmas line perfect for entertaining & personal use.
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Mason Cash
EH150
The Mason Cash Innovative Kitchen range delivers smart 
solutions for day-to-day kitchen needs. Each item within the 
range has a traditional function with a modern twist that 
brings either dual function or improved performance. The 
Mason Cash Innovative Kitchen Utensils range has been 
designed for multi-functionality and comfort. Each one of the 
beech wood tools is perfect for the multiple tasks in hand.

Typhoon
EH152
With a warm sophisticated glow and classic 
shape, our Vintage Copper range captures the 
popular and continuing trend of metallic finishes 
across homewares. Made from high quality steel 
this range has been created to withstand the 
rigours of everyday life with a touch of 
understated luxury in your home.

Viners
EH152
Add a touch of luxury to your kitchen with the Eternal Marble Knives range. The 
handle has a stylish and chic marble effect design, which is a must-have trend for 
your kitchen. The German steel blades contain a higher than average carbon 
content, making the blade stronger, and the cutting edge longer-lasting. The curved 
handle has been ergonomically designed to provide optimum comfort during use. 
With a 25 year guarantee.

Kilner
EH146
The Kilner® Kombucha Set is perfect for 
creating and storing delicious culture rich 
kombucha. Kombucha is a fermented 
sweetened tea packed with a wealth of 
vitamins, antioxidants and probiotics. 
This health-promoting beverage is 
thought to have originated in the Far East 
and has been drunk for over two 
thousand years; it is historically known as 
“the tea of immortality”. The Kilner® 3 
Litre Drinks Dispenser is ideal for 
dispensing fresh brewed kombucha and 
is also designed for continuous brewing.

Jeray Sales Ltd
EH140
Having been 
specialist in barware 
and drinking 
accessories for over 
65 years we pride 
ourselves in always 
launching great new products 
ideal for Christmas gifts. Come and see 
our full collection, including the Golf Ball 
Ice Bucket, Vintage Globe Decanters, Ice 
Buckets and Glasses, Novelty character 
Bottle Stoppers and the range of ‘Tipsy’ 
glasses (gin, wine, fizz etc).

JWP Limited
EH156
Betty Crocker - Microwave Bakeware is the fastest, 
easiest way to make delicious brownies and Christmas 
cakes regardless of culinary skill, with huge amounts of 
time, energy & effort saved in comparison to 
conventional baking.
All mess, measurements and prep work are eliminated 
in just 3 simple steps: 
1)  Add ingredients to fill lines per the ingredients 
container
2)  Pour ingredients into Baking Pan and stir 
3)  Microwave on high for 3½ mins (brownie) or 5½ 
mins (cake). Let cool and enjoy!
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Taylors Eye Witness Limited
EH241
Carving Sets and Steak Knife Sets 
make great Christmas presents and 
Taylors Eye Witness have an unrivalled 
range under both Taylors and Sabatier 
Professional brands. 

Anniversary House 
EH238
Anniversary House will be showcasing their spectacular 
range of Christmas Cake Decorations plus a fantastic 
range of merchandising solutions. An extensive selection of 
new products will be on show covering all product areas 
including Cake Toppers, Handcrafted Sugarcraft, Luxury 
Napkins, Cookie Cutters, Ribbons, Frills, plus Food and 
Gift Packaging. Licenced products such as The Snowman™ 
and The Snowdog will also be on show. Look out for lots of 
Rose Gold and Unicorn trends!

EasiYo Products UK Limited
EH436
The EasiYo Yogurt Maker is the perfect Christmas  
gift for family or friends. The EasiYo Yogurt Maker is  
sleek and contemporary, yet simple. With no moving  
parts or electronics, it is easy to clean and will fit compactly 
on any kitchen shelf. Each EasiYo Yogurt Maker box 
includes the Red 1kg Yogurt Maker and 1kg Jar. EasiYo 
because everything tastes better when you make it yourself.
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Burton McCall
EH249
Award winning Aladdin Recycled and Recyclable Mug. 
Made with eCycle®, 100% recycled and recyclable BPA-free 
material. This 16oz mug is microwave and dishwasher safe. 
Furthermore its revolutionary Aladdin Flip-Seal™ leak-proof 
lid ensures a leak-proof performance while shining in a 
fashionably appealing silhouette. The double-wall insulated 
design makes this mug efficient at keeping drinks hot. It’s 
the perfect blend of sustainability and fool proof 
functionality. Recycled never looked so good!

Falcon Products
EH234
The original brand for 
non-stick, reusable cooking/
baking liners, Bake-O-
Glide™ is an indispensable 
brand all year round but 
really comes into its own 
during the festive season 
when there’s added culinary 
pressure. With an 
outstanding choice of 
products for baking, 
decorating, roasting, 
grilling, frying, 
microwaving, freezing and 
barbecuing, it provides healthier and trouble-free cooking/
baking and will make light work when it comes to creating 
Christmas cakes and other festive goodies. 



Evo Lifestyle Products
EH287
Scrub Daddy, The US’s most 
popular sponge has finally 
arrived in the UK. Launched in 
2012 on the US show the Shark 
Tank, Scrub Daddy has gone on 
to become the most successful 
product ever aired with revenue 
of over $150m and 100m sponges sold. The Scrub Daddy’s unique 
ability to change texture with the temperature of the water and his 
non-scratch and odour free qualities means there is no end to his 
uses around the home. Scrub Daddy is currently available in over 
45,000 retail outlets in the US.

Auteur
EH265
RivSalt is the perfect Christmas gift for 
any foodies - the new way of adding 
salt to your food complete with oak 
stand, rivsalt takes pride of place on 
the table as an attractive centre piece. 
Or, looking for a gift for a coffee 
lover? Look no further than Stojo, a 
collapsible reusable ultra portable 
coffee cup - the perfect alternative to a 
bulky travel mug! Want to give back 
this Christmas? Every Hip bottle 
purchase provides 2 days of safe 
drinking water to those in need - it’s 
Hip to Give.

Tramontina 
EH257
Tramontina offers the very best 
products for your kitchen and of 
course we think that they are amazing 
gifts. For Christmas there are special 
cutlery and carving sets in wooden 
boxes, alongside new bake ware 
ranges themed by us and special 
utensils. My Lovely Kitchen is one of 
the main project already consolidated 
in the USA that the company is proud 
to launch in the UK and Irish Market. 
All products are produced in Brazil.

T&G
EH263
T&G will be launching new additions to the successful ’Bar Boards’ collection, 
also on show will be the fun ‘Tutti Frutti’ range with additions to the fruit 
wireware baskets and a new collection called ‘Ocean’ which includes ceramic 
kitchen storage, baskets, trivets and wood boards. T&G hope this new collection 
will engage everyone in a conversation to rethink plastic and what they can do 
to help. T&G’ range of inspiring kitchenware gift items are perfectly on trend  
this Christmas!

City Look Imports Ltd
EH283
Cooksmart 2018 Prosecco Ho Ho Ho textile and accessory collection 
gives a fun and humorous element to any kitchen. 
It also adds a touch of luxury with its metallic 
gold print. Co-ordinating mugs in two 
different shapes complete 
the look.
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Creative Products Ltd
EH306
Start ordering your Christmas products now with 
Creative! This multi-purpose nut cracker with 
easy to grip, non-slip handles will crack the 
shells of walnuts, hazelnuts, brazil nuts and 
more, leaving the nuts intact. Also 
effortlessly removes champagne corks 
and unscrews the plastic caps off 
bottles - perfect for the festive season!

Nordic Ware
EH303
Why make Christmas any more hectic than it needs to be. From perfect  
presents for the fussy foodie to festive entertaining with a wow, our extensive 
range of Autumnal and Christmas inspired designs has something for all.  
Perfect bakes from our Pine Forest Bundt® Pans and Gingerbread Loaf Pans are 
not limited to cakes alone. Cookie Presses, Waffle and Pancake Pans, we have 
product ideas for Christmas and beyond. 

Polder Products
EH300
The Polder Chill Station integrates two 
products into one refined entertaining 
solution. Elegantly designed, it keeps 
wine, champagne, or spirits chilled 
and a bucket of fresh ice cold. The 
combined chiller and ice bucket is 
double-wall insulated to keep 
condensation from forming outside 
the bucket. The large 3.1-liter capacity 
holds enough ice for a party and the 
stainless-steel cooling sleeve separates 
bottles from ice while chilling. Large 
ice scoop included and stores away in 
cooling sleeve.
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SALTER
EH314
Salter Housewares 
introduces a new range 
of precision kitchen 
instruments, designed in 
collaboration with Heston 
Blumenthal and his team. 
Boasting a fresh look and 
feel at Exclusively 
Housewares 2018, the 
Heston Blumenthal 
Precision range continues to deliver superior 
quality and unbeaten accuracy so you can 
get the best results in your kitchen. The 
new range includes premium kitchen 
scales, timers and thermometers, 
enhancing your culinary experience 
and delivering accurate results 
every time.

Elia International Ltd
EH294
For anyone that loves 
entertaining, this table-
mountable wine cooler & stand 
is the perfect gift this 
Christmas. The stand fits neatly 
at the edge of the table for 
easy serving during your festive 
occasion. Both the stand and 
wine cooler are made from 
18/10 stainless steel and add 
a stylish feature to any table.



ClickClack and Strahl
EH346
Strahl offers the perfect balance 
between weight, clarity, elegance 
and durability. Made from 
premium quality polycarbonate, 
Strahl continues to lead the 
world in premium beverageware 
solutions. ClickClack is 
dedicated to producing stylish 
and incredibly helpful 
kitchenware. From storage for 
the pantry, fridge and 
countertop, to handy on-the-go 
solutions, ClickClack has it all. 
Come and visit stand EH346 to 
find out more about the exciting 
new ClickClack range launching 
soon in the UK.

BOSKA
EH317
The Partyclette ToGo Oak from the Life Collection makes 
it possible have a raclette party anywhere, anytime. With 
a pleasing dark wooden frame, a barbeclette, 3 tea lights 
and a special handy spatula for serving the melted 
cheese onto baguette slices or toast, this item is fun, easy, 
and offers something special. Bestseller!

Sigg Switzerland Bottles AG
EH405
Premium bottle brand, SIGG, will unveil new 
stylish drinks collections. Leakproof, BPA free and 
available in an assortment of styles and colours, 
SIGG’s bottles are suitable for any drink, hot or 
cold, and can be used anywhere, anytime. 
Functional and fashionable! SIGG’s been creating 
safe and durable reusable water bottles since 
1908. Enjoyed by drinkers globally, a 110 year 
history has seen SIGG become the leading Swiss 
bottle brand well-known for design, innovation 
and long-lasting quality.

My Gifts Trade
EH316
Tapping into the key A/W18/19 
theme, the Imperfect Beauty 
trend is the highly decorative, 
Caroline Zoob collection of 
ceramics. The wonderfully 
proportioned jugs, bowls and 
mugs evoke nostalgic feelings 
of cosy evenings in front of an 
open fire, as the Hygge 
hibernation impulse finds its 
ideal environment in British 
country houses. 
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Eddingtons Ltd
EH321
From perfect presents to festive 
entertaining the Eddingtons Christmas 
collection has something for everyone. 
From Festive Baking Sets, Brass Cookie 
Cutters, Christmas Eve Treat Boards, 
Etched Rolling Pins and Novelty Spatulas 
to Festive Drinkware and Roasting 
Accessories, we have product ideas for 
Christmas and beyond.



Nouvel AG 
EH416
Non-Electro - High 
demands are expected in 
Autumn / Winter 2018 
and 2019 for cheese 
fondues. Sitting 
together, having fun 
and enjoy a traditional 
cheese fondue. As a 
Swiss company Nouvel 
Ltd. offers a wide range 
of cheese fondue sets. 
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Original Clean 1886 Ltd
EH420
Few products have stood the test of time and only the best go the distance. 
Original Clean 1886 is the authorised UK distributor of Faultless Starch/Bon 
Ami Company whose products are more relevant today than ever; superb 
results every time and achieved with minimal time and effort. The products 
have simple ingredient lists without the need for excessive and harsh 
chemicals. Premium products at affordable prices.

Forma House
EH411
Kitchen wizardry by Dreamfarm doesn’t get much better than this set of the very 
best featuring: The Holey Spadle, Spadle, Chopula, Supoon and Mini Supoon - a 
perfect gift for any budding chef this Christmas. From scraping out that very last 
drop of spread from a jam jar, to stirring, straining and then serving a favourite 
pasta dish, these multi-functional award winning gadgets guarantee to make life 
a little easier in the kitchen. Exclusively distributed in the UK by Forma House.

JEAN DUBOST SAS
EH407
Jean Dubost continues its engagement for 
preserving the environment, after having 
been the first PEFC-certified cutlery in 2009. 
Handles resulting from advanced research, 
friendly to the environment. Made from a 
plant-based Bioplastic made of corn starch, 
using renewable resource, they are 100% 
biodegradable and 100% compostable. 100% 
recycled stainless steel blades. A 100% 
recycled cardboard box, printed with natural 
vegetable inks.

Nouvel AG 
EH416
Non-Electro - High 
demands are expected in 
Autumn / Winter 2018 
and 2019 for cheese 
fondues. Sitting 
together, having fun 
and enjoy a traditional 
cheese fondue. As a 
Swiss company Nouvel 
Ltd. offers a wide range 
of cheese fondue sets. 

Original Clean 1886 Ltd
EH420

Jean Dubost continues its engagement for 
preserving the environment, after having 
been the first PEFC-certified cutlery in 2009. 
Handles resulting from advanced research, 
friendly to the environment. Made from a 
plant-based Bioplastic made of corn starch, 
using renewable resource, they are 100% 
biodegradable and 100% compostable. 100% 
recycled stainless steel blades. A 100% 
recycled cardboard box, printed with natural 



Bibo Brands bvba
EH433
This year Contigo introduces its #1 
selling vacuum insulated mug, West 
Loop, in a new and festive colour: 
Latte. Contigo AUTOSEAL® technology 
guarantees 100% spill and leak proof 
drinking experience on-the-go by 
sealing automatically between sips: 
press gently to drink and release to 
automatically seal. The West Loop 
drinking mugs use vacuum-insulated 
technology, keeping hot drinks hot for 
up to 5 hours and cold beverages cool 
for up to 12 hours, making it the 
perfect mug for those winter walks

ITCT
EH438
Beautifully designed, handmade in England and full 
of festive cheer. Our lovingly crafted Crisp & Dene 
Christmas Collection is the perfect addition to any 
kitchen over the Christmas period, functional, 
essential and long lasting. This will be a collection 
that will be reused year after year. 

Green Pioneer
EH428
Our ReSpiin jute bowls are 
made from sustainable jute 
fibres which are woven 
into rope and then sewn 
(using Singer sewing 
machines!) into coiled 
bowls. The result is a 
basic fibre that is 
elevated into something 
beautiful and functional, 
and adds the highest 
possible value to raw 
material grown in volume in 
Bangladesh. Set of 3 Natural 
Jute Mini Bowls pictured.
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BODUM
EH442
One of the biggest news in 2018 goes back to the 
beginning of BODUM’s history. The Mocca Siphon 
Coffee Maker was BODUM’s very first product, 
introduced by Peter Bodum in 1956. We’re now proud 
to present e.MOCCA, an updated version of the 
original, as part of our line of syphon coffee makers. 
The new e.MOCCA funnel and lower chamber is 
made of heat resistant borosilicate glass, so you can 
view the brewing process from start to finish.



Plasticforte
EH454
Plasticforte have kitchen accessories to help you 
prepare the most delicious meals and deserts to 
share with your family and friends at Christmas. 
Please do visit our stand where you can discover 
more about our wide range of products.
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simplehuman
EH456
The new sensor mirror compact gives 
you the confidence of tru-lux light 
on-the-go! The tru-lux light system 
simulates natural sunlight, 
allowing you to see full colour 
variation, so you’ll know when 
your makeup is colour-correct and 
flawless. The 3x magnification gives 
you a hyper-clear view of every detail. 
A sensor turns the light on automatically when taken out of the 
pouch, and turns it off when put back in. The dual brightness 
setting lets you toggle between 650 or 300 lux.

Brabantia (UK) Ltd.
EH446
Bo Pedal Bin is not only stylish, but sustainable too. Extending 
the design-led Bo family from Brabantia, it aims to make 
waste separation easier at home - and more attractive too! It 
has the option of 1, 2 or 3 inner buckets, all made from 
100% recycled materials - and on top of this, for every Bo 
Pedal Bin purchased, Brabantia donate to The Ocean 
CleanUp. Available in an array of stunning colours, including 
new ‘Mineral Concrete Grey’, Bo Pedal Bin is bang on trend 
for Christmas 2018. 

Whitefurze Ltd
EH449

Our red cake box and food storer set, merchandised 
with a seasonal external box wrap, designed with strong 
locking clips, easy grip handle and reversible base 
ensures safe delivery: perfect for the home baker. Our 
36L Box with organising trays for decorations and a 27L 
wrapping paper box will ensure nothing is damaged and 
ready to use again next year. Our kitchen caddy can fit 
six 2L bottles, ideal for serving bottles from the fridge to 
the party and for clearing away empties.

Planit Products Ltd
EH231 
Planit Products Ltd. are best known for toastabags; the original 
invented, patented, non-stick reusable bag that cooks toasted 
sandwiches to perfection in the toaster in just 3 minutes. Ideal for 
everyone from students, teenagers, harassed mums and busy 
professionals - making these the perfect impulse purchase gift. All 
sorts of delicious toasted sandwiches can be made, not just the 
traditional cheese - Try brie and cranberry or stilton and pickles 
- for that festive pick me up!
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Ultimate Products
EE64
Our Salter range of kitchen electricals provide a great way to 
cook healthy food without compromising on taste. From grills 
to soup makers, the range comprises of easy-to-use products 
that would make a great addition to any kitchen, with step by 
step recipes included. Beyond the kitchen, our floorcare and 
garment cleaning products help you to achieve a clean home 
with ease. Ranging from lightweight and powerful cordless 
cleaners to more traditional vacuums, with our Salter and 
Beldray products.

Tower
EE14
Building upon previous successes at 
Exclusively Electrical, Tower will once again 
be attending in 2018, to introduce exciting 
new ranges. A proudly British company with 
over 100 years of tradition in the electrical 
and housewares market, Tower is 
expanding its catalogue again this year, and 
will be sharing some of its new additions at 
the show. With both new lines and firm 
favourites like the Rose Gold range on 
display, there are plenty of reasons to visit 
our stand at Exclusively Electricals!

Vitamix
EE8
Visit the Vitamix® stand to 
find out more about True 
High-Performance Blending. 
Watch a demonstration and 
see our latest products, 
promotions, POS and 
marketing campaigns. Véritable

EE46
Véritable® is the French leading startup in urban farming: the company designs 
and makes innovative indoor gardens. Everyone can easily grow, harvest and 
enjoy aromatic herbs, edible flowers and baby vegetables all year round. 
Designed as a small electric appliance, the autonomous and smart garden 
features exclusive lighting and hydroponic systems along with organic 
pre-seeded refills, 100% compostable. From seed to plate, come and enjoy a 
sensory experience!

Smeg UK Ltd
EE20
Smeg will be showcasing their stunning range of 
small domestic appliances created in collaboration 
with Italian architects Matteo Bazzicalupo and 
Raffaella Mangiarotti from deepdesign. The 
collection consists of toasters, kettles, stand mixers, 
citrus juicers, hand blenders, slow juicers, coffee 
machines and jug blenders, available in a selection 
of exciting colours and all designed to optimise the 
cooking environment.
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KitchenAid
EE16
KitchenAid, ranked the World No.1 in the mixer category, introduces the Artisan 185 
series. Created in 1919, the iconic KitchenAid Stand Mixer continues to evolve with the 
introduction of new features. The 185 series has a polished and brushed stainless steel 
bowl with stainless steel attachments including a flat beater, dough hook, wire whip 
and 3L bowl. The Artisan 185 series is available in a selection of premium colours 
including Copper, Chrome and Candy Apple. Further colours planned.

JURA UK
EE6
Just like its global ambassador Roger Federer, premium Swiss coffee 
machine manufacturers, JURA will be celebrating the perfect serve 
with the launch of its latest innovation at Exclusively Electrical. As a 
business that lives and breathes coffee every day, JURA believes you 
shouldn’t have to compromise on the quality of your coffee and a 
serve from its new S8 model is no exception to that rule.

Kalorik UK
EE26
Based in Cheshire, Kalorik UK is part of the TKG Group that has 
supplied Home Appliances for over 100 years. Kalorik specialises in 
sourcing & supplying innovative, iconic, design driven appliances, 
under OUR brand (UK) or YOURS (FOB). From Classic Kitchen Polka 

Dots to the iconic Dusty Bin branded Vacuum Cleaners, 
Kalorik UK offers Exclusivity for today’s changing retail landscape. James Rourke, Sales 

Director at Kalorik UK and Paul Martin, MD of the Dusty Bin brand, are ready to show 
you more.

ESG
EE25
Using revolutionary air 
amplification technology, 
the Daewoo Bladeless Fan 
is a remarkably quiet fan 
that maintains powerful 
airflow to keep you cool on 
those hot days and 
uncomfortably warm nights. 
This remotely controlled fan 
brings coolness and comfort 
to any home.
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Melitta®

EE28
Coffee specialist, Melitta® will be 
showcasing their NEW range of 
premium bean to cup coffee machines 
which includes the Barista TS Smart® 
(Touch & Slide) and Barista T Smart® 
(Touch). Complete with the prestigious 
Quiet Mark icon in recognition of being 
among the quietest products on the 
market, these superb machines feature 
Bluetooth connectivity, the Melitta 
Connect App, the Quiet as a Whisper 
Grinder and a super convenient 
automatic ‘once a year’ cleaning, 
descaling and flushing programme. 

Scott UK
EE24
SCOTT is dedicated to providing innovative consumer products. Our 
specialization is in beverage, food preparation & cooking appliances. 
We strive to push the limits of innovation to create products worth 
aspiring for. Our products are aimed to maximize the benefits of 
human’s living. Each of our products embodies quality, technology 
and design. SCOTT takes pride in putting our customers’ needs first. 
Our products are designed for functionality, style and convenience.

Pik-a-Pak
EE78
Since its launch in 2002, Igenix has fast become known in the industry as a market leader 
in air treatment and cooling appliances. With over 130 products in the range, Igenix is 
synonymous for providing retailers with high quality, reliable SDA appliances. Come to 
stand EE78 to see a selection of our product range that includes our brand new DC motor 
tower fans and first ever Wi-Fi enabled and Amazon Alexa compatible air conditioner.

SMART (SMA Worldwide 
company)
EE50
SMART is just getting SMARTER. SMART 
introduced the bestselling Healthy 
SMART Samosa Maker. Deep-filled 24 
delicious Samosa, savoury, sweet, meat or whatever you fancy without any 
oil. One of a unique range of 65 Modern and Retro Small Domestic 
Appliances winning innovation and product of the year 2018 Awards. 
Available at the best retail and e-commerce outlets in the UK and Europe.

NSAuk
EE60
NSAuk is very conscious of protecting the environment and cost of running 
appliances in the home. A complete range of high tech, easy to use and 
fully versatile eco friendly cooling fans are now available. These stylish DC 
driven fans combine premium quality and exceptional cooling 
performance, offering energy saving efficiency combined with quiet 
performance. The highlight is the rechargeable tower fan (TFDCR-50RC) – 
perfect for cordless use in the office, bedroom, living room & even outside.



With great brands and some exciting new concepts feeding into the small 
kitchen and domestic appliances market, Exclusively Electrical will be the 
trade show to visit this June.

The new ‘Tomorrow’s Kitchen’ feature and ‘On Trend’ product display, 
along with another great exhibitor line-up is sure to be of interest. 

The next few pages are just a taster of what you’ll see at the show…
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Braun
EE52
Braun MultiQuick hand blenders are versatile, effortless and indispensable kitchen helpers at your 
service. Blend, chop, and whip - with just one tool. The durable motors guarantee reliability. With their 
ultra-hard stainless steel blades combined with the unique shape of the PowerBell blending shaft, the 
Braun hand blenders cut through hard and soft ingredients quickly and gently when blending.

AEG
EE43
With over 130 years of experience, AEG are 
exhibiting for the first time at Exclusively Electrical. 
AEG are a global brand which develop innovative, 
future technology led home appliances. This year 
AEG will be showcasing some of their newest 
innovations in Floorcare, with cordless and robot 
vacuums. Food Preparation with the Award Winning 
GourmetPro range designed and endorsed by the 
world-renowned chef school LeCordon Bleu. AEG  
will also feature their new ECO-friendly wifi air-
conditioners.
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EPE Kenwood
EE52
Kenwood Chef Elite KVC5100.S
Your ultimate kitchen companion.
Unleash your potential with a Kenwood 
kitchen machine. With our extensive range 
of Kenwood kitchen machines you’ll be 
able to achieve excellent results, do more 
than ever in the kitchen and truly set your 
culinary creativity free. They’ve got 
everything you need for easily following 
recipes or experimenting with flavour and 
developing your own.

Dualit
EE1
Founded in 1945, British brand Dualit has built its reputation 
by making innovative, stylish products that are high on 
functionality and reliability. Dualit toasters remain at the heart 
of the brand and are sold worldwide, recognised as the best in 
the business. Dualit collections include toasters, kettles, food 
prep, catering equipment, coffee machines and a range of 
award-winning gourmet tea and coffee capsules. While visiting 
try our environmentally friendly compostable capsules.

EPE De’Longhi
EE52
De’Longhi Bean to cup Coffee Machines
Eletta Cappuccino ECAM45.760.W
Grinding your choice of fresh coffee beans 
and frothing fresh milk for every portion, 
the De’Longhi Bean to cup range is the 
pinnacle of fresh coffee and authentic 
Italian taste for the distinguished coffee 
drinker. What is more, self-cleaning 
features offer convenience and ease of 
use. De’Longhi patented technology and 
know-how expertly serve a consistently 
delicious coffee that you can tailor to 
personal taste.

EPE Tefal
EE52
Tefal’s Actifry Genius XL prepares healthy meals hassle-free, thanks to nine automatic settings 
including the Innovative “1-meal-in-1-go” setting. Wok is perfect for stir fries, sautés and rice 
dishes, while World Cuisine is great for curries, tajines and more. The generous 1.7kg capacity 
produces five main meals or eight side dish servings and no stirring is required, Dual Motion 
technology uses hot air and an automatic stirring paddle to achieve evenly cooked results using 
little to no oil.



Exclusively Electrical Exhibitors and Brands

BENROSS MARKETING LIMITED EE10

BRAUN EE52

DE’LONGHI EE52

DUALIT LTD EE01

ELECTROLUX PLC EE43

EPE INTERNATIONAL LTD EE52

EUROSONIC GROUP LIMITED - EE25 EE25

JURA PRODUCTS LTD EE06

KENWOOD EE52

KITCHENAID EUROPA INC EE16

MELITTA INTERNATIONAL GMBH - UK DIVISION EE28

MILL EE10

NSA UK EE60

PIK-A-PAK HOME ELECTRICAL EE78

RKW LTD EE14

SAGE APPLIANCES EE42

SCOTT (UK) LIMITED EE24

SMART EE50

SMART ( SMA WORLDWIDE COMPANY) EE50

SMART MODERN EE50

SMEG (UK) LTD EE20

SOLIS EE04

TEAM UKI LTD EE26

TEFAL EE52

ULTIMATE PRODUCTS EE64

VERITABLE EE46

VITA-MIX EUROPE LTD EE08
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Show Essentials
Show: Exclusively Electrical 2018

Dates: Tuesday, 12 and Wednesday, 13 June 2018

Venue: Business Design Centre, 52 Upper Street, Islington,  
 London N1 0QH

Tel:  +44 (0)121 237 1130

Fax: +44 (0)121 237 1133

E-Mail: info@exclusivelyhousewares.co.uk 

Web: www.exclusivelyhousewares.co.uk 

Twitter: @ExclusivelyShow 

Facebook: @ExclusivelyShow

Opening Tuesday 12 June - 9:30am to 5:30pm 
times: Wednesday 13 June - 9:30am to 4:30pm

Visitor Free and open to all bona fide housewares 
registration: buyers via the show website

Thank you!
Our thanks this year go to:

For their sponsorship of the shows’ On Trend tours and display, and 
their ongoing market guidance and support.

For their sponsorship of the Buyers’ Lounge.

For their sponsorship of the shows’ roving and fixed point tea & 
coffee service.

For their sponsorship of the show bags.
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Exclusively Housewares and Exclusively Electrical are both ACID Accredited Exhibitions and have zero tolerance of plagiarism in order to create a safer trading environment for exhibitors.



Welcome to our Show Preview for 
Exclusively Electrical and sister 
show Exclusively Housewares 
At this year’s shows, with the support of a fantastic line up of 
exhibitors, ongoing support of trend forecasting agency Scarlet 
Opus (sponsored once again by BHETA), the new Bira Bonus 
Initiative and the Sirius Convention we are offering visitors the 
opportunity to get a steer on what consumers will be looking  
for next.

The ‘On Trend’ initiative means the shows will be highlighting 
examples of products that will be leading the way in terms of 
consumer interest for this coming Christmas and Spring/Summer 
next year. Look out for the logos attached to products around the 
show, or book in for a ‘Trend Tour’ to be guided around key  
trend highlights by the Scarlet Opus team (see show website for 
more information).

The continuing popularity of baking and cooking, supported by 
ongoing prime-time TV programming, means that all sorts of 
housewares items are not just kitchen essentials, but also useful 
and desirable gifts.

From must-have tools and gadgets, beautiful designer table settings 
and cutlery, to the latest ‘smart’ cookware, coffee machines and 
juicers, well designed, functional products are sought after and 
popular with all types of consumers – and our exhibitors have them all!

So, there is plenty to see and think about at this year’s Exclusively 
Shows - this preview is just the start!

We look forward to welcoming you to the show in June.

The Exclusively Shows Team

From left to right: Simon Boyd, Will Jones, Pam Ballone, Lindsey 
Hoyle, Nicola Adams-Brown, Sally Hawkins and Dawn Clarke.
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Show Preview & 
Christmas Promotion
Join us for the SDA event of the year

The UK’s premier showcase of housewares, tabletop and small domestic appliance brands




